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edit content



SUBSTRATES

INSTRUMENTAL INTERFACES

 Paper

iPhoto

▸ BUT limited: 

▸ How to use the pen  
from the  “Paper” app  
to write on a photo 
in the “iPhoto” app?
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▸ Data does not exist in a vacuum



SUBSTRATES

INFORMATION SUBSTRATES

▸ Data does not exist in a vacuum 

▸ It is part of a substrate that provides  
context for interpreting data and 
constraints for presenting  
and interacting with it 

▸ Examples: musical score, 
spreadsheet, page layout, graph…
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HOW TO DEFINE 
INFORMATION SUBSTRATES?
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THIS IS NOT A PENCIL
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ATOMS
MOLECULES
MATERIAL
OBJECT
TOOL
USE
CULTURE

THIS IS NOT  
(JUST) A PENCIL
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LAYERING SUBSTRATES

▸ A substrate can represent data in 
another substrate
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LAYERING SUBSTRATES

▸ A substrate can represent data in 
another substrate 

▸ Instruments can modify the 
different substrates in the stack 

▸ Example:  
A table substrate - edit a value 
A graph substrate - set its type 
A histogram - set its color 
An image - paint on it 





SUBSTRATES

PAPER SUBSTRATES

▸ Support the music composition 
process by combining and 
interpreting notations  
in various ways

Garcia, Tsandilas, Agon & Mackay, 2012
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GARCIA, TSANDILAS, AGON, MACKAY
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INSTRUMENTS & SUBSTRATES

▸ Instruments can manipulate substrates 

▸ Instruments probe the substrate for specific properties or protocols  
to decide if they can operate 

▸ Instruments are themselves substrates 

▸ Instruments can be embedded in substrates
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WEBSTRATES C. Klokmose, J. Eagan, S. Baader, W. Mackay , M. Beaudouin-Lafon 
http://www.webstrates.net

http://www.webstrates.net


SUBSTRATES

WHAT’S IN A SUBSTRATE?

▸ Content 

▸ Numbers, text, images, … and other substrates 

▸ Structure 

▸ Record, Sequence, Tree, DAG, Graph, Table, … 

▸ Relationships / Constraints / Rules 

▸ “spreadsheet formulas”…


